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strong Austrian bias. The Princess's happy days long ago in
Vienna renew their memories through the Tyrolean poet
Hermann Gilm and the popular Viennese poetry of Nestroy
and Raimund. Then there are the old Prussian recollections
of Herr von Marwitz, a book by Oswald Baer on the charming
Princess Elisa Radziwill, Jakob Wassermann's novel Kaspar
Hattser. And among the books and music stand vases holding
the lovely flowers of Norderney, dahlias and irises, roses,
tulips and pinks.
The walls are covered with a large number of old and some-
times rather yellowed engravings. They may be heirlooms
belonging to the owner or the villa, Count WedeL
All the guests are assembled when the Princess appears.
The North Sea obviously suits her. She looks radiant. With
charming vivacity she first greets the aged Sturdza. The
Rumanian Minister-President is an old friend of the house from
the days of Billow's ambassadorship in Bucharest. Herr
Sturdza's massive head gives an impression of studiousness
and will-power, and is set on a body which scarcely reaches
middle height. His beard and hair are snow-white. His left
eye looks somewhat wearily as though through a veil.
Minister von Mtiller—diplomat by profession but musician
by inclination and a particularly ardent admirer of Brahms
as well as a great reader—is a man in what is known as the
prime of manhood, widely travelled, and with plenty to say.
Captain von Schwartzkoppen, a fresh young rnan with a very
attractive manner, supports the Chancellor in his social duties
and in Berlin is his constant companion on the regular rides
through the Tiergarten, as here among the dunes.
The Prince was the last to enter.
He, too, looks in perfect health. True, the cares of states-
manship have left some deep lines during these last few years.
He once seemed inclined towards obesity, but now he looks
lean, though perhaps a thought fuller in figure than when I
saw him last spring in Venice. A little later he gives me the
explanation of this. He tells me with a smile that in order
to keep his weight under control he weighs himself every day.
When his Italian valet weighed him that morning as usual,
he had found an increase of thirty grammes. The Prince had
reproached him with offering him second helpings at table and
so leading him into temptation* The valet had defended

